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Profiles of the background neutral density, n0, are important for plasma transport understanding

because n0 is responsible for charge-exchange losses, as well as, for plasma fuelling. However,

detailed n0 profiles are not routinely available at most fusion devices.

Here we present a fast reconstruction of n0, directly from neutral particle analyzer (NPA)

data, which has become possible thanks to the steady improvement of ion temperature and ion

density measurements. NPAs measure energy resolved fluxes of neutrals escaping the plasma,

Γ(En), formed by charge-exchange collisions between the plasma ions and the background

neutrals. Calculated fluxes Γ(En), based on knowledge of the other plasma parameters, are

fitted to measured ones by optimizing n0 profile parameters.

The method is successfully benchmarked by comparing the actual NPA measurements with

synthetic NPA fluxes from FIDASIM simulation with calculated n0 used as the input. In addition

the reconstructed n0 profiles are compared with predictions from KN1D, TRANSP/FRANTIC

and DOUBLE.

As a fist application of the n0 profiles obtained from the new direct analysis, ELM-resolved

neutral densities will be presented. Moreover, the impact of the inferred neutral densities on the

level of charge-exchange losses will be discussed for ASDEX Upgrade and TCV cases.
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